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Abstract
The general class of complex elliptical shape distributions on a complex sphere provides a
natural framework for modeling shapes in two dimensions. Such class includes many
distributions, e.g., complex Normal, Watson, Bingham, angular central Gaussian and several
others. We employ this class of distributions to develop methods for asserting differences in
populations of shapes in two dimensions. Maximum likelihood and Bayesian methods for
estimation of modal difference are developed along with hypothesis testing and credible
regions for average shape difference. The methodology is applied in an example from
biometry, where we are interested in detecting shape differences between male and female
gorilla skulls.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The study of shapes that appear in experiments, has captured the attention of
many authors in a variety of scientiﬁc contexts. From image analysis of magnetic
resonance images (MRI) to genetics, biology and a host of others, new
methodologies are developed that provide better understanding of the shape of an
object as well as to help predict the shape of an object.
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An essential problem in shape analysis is met when comparison of the shapes of
two different populations is desired. Many authors have addressed this question
using different statistical approaches. For a review of these methods we refer the
reader to Dryden and Mardia [2] and Mardia and Dryden [4] the references therein.
Here we describe shape by locating a ﬁnite number of points from the object which
are called landmarks. A landmark is a point of correspondence on each object that
matches between and within populations. In order for two objects to have
comparable shapes, we must remove the effects of dilation, translation and rotation.
Then two objects will have the same shape if they can be translated, rescaled and
rotated to each other so that they match exactly, in the sense that they are similar
objects.
For what follows, we let zo ¼ ðz1; z2;y; zkÞT denote the landmarks of an object in
the plane, where zi; i ¼ 1;y; k; is complex, with real part the x-coordinate and
imaginary part the y-coordinate of the ith landmark. Then for any shape zo; and
constant c; the shape zo þ ðc; c;y; cÞT ¼ ðz1 þ c; z2 þ c;y; zk þ cÞT is just a
translation of zo in the plane. Also the shape of azo is just a dilation of zo; for
any real number a40: Finally, the rotated shape eiczo; for any real number c; is the
same as zo: In view of this, when performing analysis of shape, we should take out
the effects of translation, dilation and rotation.
In order to remove these effects we construct a new conﬁguration of ðk  1Þ-
landmarks by deﬁning
z ¼ eico Hz
o
jjHzojj ð1:1Þ
for some real co40; where z
o is the original conﬁguration in k-landmarks and H
denotes the remaining k  1 rows of the Helmert matrix after we delete the ﬁrst one.
We call zH ¼ Hzo; the Helmertized landmarks of zo: The standardized version
of zH ; i.e., zS ¼ zHjjzH jj; where jjzH jj
2 ¼ zHzH ; and zH denotes the conjugate transpose
of zH ; will be called the pre-shape of the shape z
o: Note that zS lies on the
complex sphere. This suggests that the use of distributions on the complex sphere of
ðk  1Þ-dimensions ðCSk1Þ; will sufﬁce for analysis of shape.
Sometimes it is useful to preserve k-dimensions usually for sake of presentation.
This can be done by using zc ¼ HT zS; i.e., post multiply with the sub-Helmert
matrix. The new conﬁguration created is called the post-helmertized version of the
pre-shape zS:
The study of shape differences, either in average shape or shape variability, is of
extreme importance in many scientiﬁc contexts. We can better understand the need
for new methodologies by considering an example from Bookstein [1]. Consider two-
dimensional slices from magnetic resonance (MR) brain scans of schizophrenic as
well as normal patients. It is of interest to assert shape differences in the brains of the
two groups, in order to enable researchers to gain a better understanding about this
medical condition. Dryden and Mardia [2] provide a review of the methods that have
appeared in the literature, including tangent space inference. Micheas et al. [6]
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provide a rich class of shape distributions that is used to create inference procedures
based on distributional assumptions on landmarks.
The format of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we examine the use of the
elliptical family of shape distributions, on the complex sphere in assessing differences
between shapes of two populations, and propose classical and Bayesian procedures
to help us perform the analysis. Section 3 is concerned with the illustration of these
methods when the complex Watson distribution is used for modeling shape in two
dimensions. The methodology is later applied in Section 4, for data on male and
female gorilla skulls. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.
2. Assessing differences between populations of shapes
The complex elliptical family of distributions on the complex sphere provide a rich
variety of distributions. The class is constructed via extension of the real elliptical
family of distributions, as illustrated in [6]. The authors provided modal and MAP
estimates in order to summarize the data, for the case of uncorrelated pre-shapes, as
well as HPD estimates using MCMC technique.
The density of the complex elliptical family of shape distributions was shown to be
of the form
f ðzSjlÞ ¼ CðlÞgðzSSzSÞ ¼ CðlÞg
Xk1
i¼1
lizSi zSi
 !
; ð2:1Þ
where zS ¼ ðzS1 ;y; zSk1ÞACSk1 the pre-shape, S is a Hermitian, positive
(or negative) deﬁnite matrix with generator function g decreasing (or increasing),
l ¼ ðl1;y; lk1Þ the vector of eigenvalues of S and CðlÞ is the normalizing
constant. The generator function g is such thatZ
CðlÞgðz
S
SzSÞ dzs ¼ 1:
When applying these methods, the assumption of an uncorrelated sample does not
come without criticism although it has been successfully used previously in the
literature (see for example [9]). The general paradigm suggests that samples of pre-
shapes must be independent, but this can be argued to be unrealistic in many cases,
as in the case of sampling from populations with common characteristics that
invalidate the assumption of independence. The major advantages of (2.1) are
mathematical convenience, a weaker assumption than that of an independent sample
and most importantly the generalization of most shape distributions that have been
effectively used in the literature.
We will write SElk1ð0;S; gÞ to denote a shape elliptical distribution. Notice that
f ðeiczSÞ ¼ f ðzSÞ; 8cAR and thus a distribution of this form is suitable for shape
analysis, since the effects of rotation are removed automatically by this stochastic
mechanism. This property is known as complex symmetry and is desired in a shape
analysis context where we are not interested in the rotational effects of the data.
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Notice that the distributions SElk1ð0;S; gÞ and SElk1ð0;L; gÞ; where
L ¼ diagðl1;y; lkÞ; have the same normalizing constant.
For what follows we assume that g is a strictly monotone function. Let
l1ol2o?olk1; and g1; g2;y; gk1; denote the eigenvalues and corresponding
eigenvectors of S: The most likely pre-shape is the one that maximizes f ðzSjSÞ
subject to jjzSjj ¼ 1: From [6] we have that if g is strictly increasing then the mode of
f ðzSjSÞ subject to jjzSjj ¼ 1 is obtained for zS ¼ gk1; and if g is strictly decreasing
then it is obtained for zS ¼ g1: Hence the most likely pre-shape depends on the
eigenvectors of S and thus we concentrate on the estimation of S:
Now assume that we have two uncorrelated populations of pre-shapes, namely
x1; x2;y; xnBSElk1ð0;Sx; gÞ and
y1; y2;y; ynBSElk1ð0;Sy; gÞ:
Notice that the assumption of the same generator function g for both populations, is
not unusual and will signiﬁcantly simplify mathematical manipulations.
We will assume that Sx and Sy have the special structures
Sx ¼ xxðI  mxmxÞ and Sy ¼ xyðI  mymyÞ; ð2:2Þ
where xx; xy could be both negative or positive depending on the generator function
g; that we use. This form for the covariance matrices within each population, forces
mx and my to be the least-dominant or dominant eigenvectors of Sx and Sy
respectively, thus making mx and my the modal shapes from each population. Notice
that Sx and Sy have similar structures, each having two distinct eigenvalues 0 and xx
(or xyÞ: The corresponding eigenvector to the eigenvalue 0 is mx (or myÞ while the
corresponding eigenvectors to xx (or xyÞ are any vectors vx (or vyÞ such that vx>mx
(or vy>myÞ: The constants xx and xy can be viewed as the concentration parameters
for each population, respectively.
Since the two populations are uncorrelated, we can write the joint distribution of
two pre-shapes from the two populations xo and yo as
f ðxo; yojxx; xy; mx; myÞ ¼ Cðxx; xyÞgðxoSxxo þ yoSyyoÞ ð2:3Þ
and hence we can write the joint distribution of n pre-shapes from the two
populations as
f ðx; yjxx; xy; mx; myÞ
¼ Cðxx; xy;y; xx; xyÞg
Xn
i¼1
xi ðxxðI  mxmxÞÞxi þ
Xn
i¼1
yi ðxyðI  mymyÞÞyi
 !
¼ Cðxx; xy;y; xx; xyÞgðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxmxSxmx  xymySymyÞ; ð2:4Þ
where x ¼ ðx1; x2;y; xnÞ; y ¼ ðy1; y2;y; ynÞ; Sx ¼
Pn
i¼1 xix

i and Sy ¼
Pn
i¼1 yiy

i :
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2.1. Classical approach to inference for modal difference
In order to develop inference we ﬁrst consider computation of the normalizing
constant Cðxx; xyÞ in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. The constant in (2.3) is given by
C1ðxx; xyÞ ¼ 4p2ðk1Þ
Xk2
i¼1
Xk2
l¼1
ð1Þiþl2
ðk  2 iÞ!ðk  2 lÞ!
G½iþl
ðxx þ xyÞ
xixx
l
y
þ 4p2ðk1Þ
Xk2
i¼1
ð1Þiþk3
ðk  2 iÞ!
G½iþk2
ðxxÞ
xixx
k2
y
þ 4p2ðk1Þ
Xk2
l¼1
ð1Þkþl3
ðk  2 lÞ!
G½k2þl
ðxyÞ
xk2x x
l
y
þ 4p2ðk1Þ G
½k2þk2
ð0Þ
xk2x x
k2
y
: ð2:5Þ
where G½r
ðxÞ is such that dr
dxr
½G½r
ðxÞ
 ¼ gðxÞ:
Proof. Consider the joint probability distribution of two uncorrelated pre-shapes
from the two populations. We have
f ðxo; yojxx; xy; mx; myÞ ¼ Cðxx; xyÞgðxx þ xy  xxxoSmx xo  xyyoSmy yoÞ;
where Smx ¼ mxmx and Smy ¼ mymy: Let 0 ¼ lx1 ¼ lx2 ¼? ¼ lxk2olxk1 ¼ 1 and
0 ¼ ly1 ¼ ly2 ¼? ¼ lyk2olyk1 ¼ 1 the eigenvalues of Smx and Smy respectively.
Then if xo ¼ ðxo1; xo2;y; xok1Þ and yo ¼ ðyo1; yo2;y; yok1Þ we can write
f ðxo; yojxx; xy; mx; myÞ ¼ Cðxx; xyÞgðxx þ xy  xxxok1xok1  xyyok1yok1Þ;
since any complex shape elliptical distributions SElk1ð0; A; gÞ and SElk1ð0;L; gÞ
have the same normalizing constant, where L ¼ diagðl1;y; lk1Þ; with l1;y; lk1
the eigenvalues of A:
Next we consider Kent’s [3] polar coordinates. We let
ReðxojÞ ¼ ðsxj Þ
1
2 cos ðyxj Þ;
ImðxojÞ ¼ ðsxj Þ
1
2 sin ðyxj Þ
and
ReðyojÞ ¼ ðsyj Þ
1
2 cos ðyyj Þ;
ImðyojÞ ¼ ðsyj Þ
1
2 sin ðyyj Þ;
for all j ¼ 1;y; k  1; where sx ¼ ðsx1 ;y; sxk1ÞASxk1 ¼ fðsx1 ;y; sxk1Þ :
Pk1
j¼1 s
x
j ¼ 1;
0psxjp1g and sy ¼ ðsy1;y; syk1ÞASyk1 ¼ fðsy1;y; syk1Þ :
Pk1
j¼1 s
y
j ¼ 1; 0psyjp1g;
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k  1 dimensional unit simplex, and yxj ; yyjA½0; 2pÞ; j ¼ 1;y; k  1: We notice thatPk1
j¼1 x

ojxoj ¼
Pk1
j¼1 s
x
j ¼ 1;
Pk1
j¼1 y

ojyoj ¼
Pk1
j¼1 s
y
j ¼ 1; sx ¼ ðsx1 ;y; sxk1Þ is inde-
pendent of yx ¼ ðyx1 ;y; yxk1Þ; and sy ¼ ðsy1;y; syk1Þ is independent of yy ¼
ðyy1;y; yyk1Þ: Furthermore, any ðxo; yoÞ ¼ ðxo1; xo2;y; xok1; yo1; yo2;y; yok1Þ
ACSk1  CSk1 can be identiﬁed by some s ¼ ðsx; syÞASxk1  Syk1 and
y ¼ ðyx; yyÞA½0; 2pÞ2ðk1Þ; since CSk1  CSk1 ¼ Sxk1  ½0; 2pÞk1  Syk1 
½0; 2pÞk1: The Jacobian of the transformation ðxo; yoÞ/ðs; yÞ; is 22ð2kÞ; and hence
we obtain the joint distribution of ðs; yÞ as
df ðs; yjlÞ ¼ 22ð2kÞCðxx; xyÞgðxx þ xy  xxsxk1  xysyk1Þ dsx2ydsxk1
 dsy2ydsyk1 dy:
Integrating y out, we obtain
f ðsjxx; xyÞ ¼ 4p2ðk1ÞCðxx; xyÞgðxx þ xy  xxsxk1  xysyk1Þ;
where sASxk1xS
y
k1: Thus
C1ðxx; xyÞ ¼ 4p2ðk1Þ
Z
S
y
k1
Z
Sx
k1
gðxx þ xy  xxsxk1  xysyk1Þ dsx2ydsxk1
" #
 dsy2ydsyk1:
Now if we let uj1 ¼ s
x
j
1sx
k1
; j ¼ 2;y; k  2; then after some algebraic manipulations
we haveZ
Sx
k1
gðxx þ xy  xxsxk1  xysyk1Þ dsx2ydsxk1
¼
Z 1
0
gðxx þ xy  xysyk1  xxsxk1Þ

Z
fu1 þyþ uk3p1
0pujp1; j ¼ 1;y; k  3g
1 sxk1
 	k3
du1yduk3
2664
3775 dsxk1
since the Jacobian of the transformation ðsx2 ;y; sxk2Þ/ðu1;y; uk3Þ is ð1 sxk1Þk3:
Now since the volume of k  3 dimensional unit simplex is 1ðk3Þ! we can writeZ
Sx
k1
gðxx þ xy  xysyk1  xxsxk1Þ dsx2ydsxk1
¼ 1ðk  3Þ!
Z 1
0
ð1 sxk1Þk3gðxx þ xy  xysyk1  xxsxk1Þ dsxk1:
Now let A ¼ xx þ xy  xysyk1 and G½l
ðxÞ denote the l-order anti-derivative of
the generator function g; i.e., d
l
dxl
½G½l
ðxÞ
 ¼ gðxÞ: Then for any integer r we have, after
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some algebraZ 1
0
ð1 uÞrgðA  xxuÞ du
¼ 1
xx
G½1
ðAÞ  r
x2x
G½2
ðAÞ þ rðr  1Þ
x2x
Z 1
0
ð1 uÞr2G½2
ðA  xxuÞ du:
Using integration by parts r-times we can ﬁnally obtainZ 1
0
ð1 uÞrgðA  xxuÞ du
¼
Xrþ1
i¼1
ð1Þi1 r!ðr  i þ 1Þ!
G½i
ðAÞ
xix
þ ð1Þrþ1 r!G
½rþ1
ðA  xxÞ
xrþ1x
:
For r ¼ k  3; it follows thatZ
Sx
k1
gðxx þ xy  xysyk1  xxsxk1Þ dsx2ydsxk1
¼ 1ðk  3Þ!
Xk2
i¼1
ð1Þi1 ðk  3Þ!ðk  2 iÞ!
G½i
ðxx þ xy  xysyk1Þ
xix
þ 1ðk  3Þ! ð1Þ
k2ðk  3Þ! G
½k2
ðxy  xysyk1Þ
xk2x
and henceZ
Sx
k1
gðxx þ xy  xysyk1  xxsxk1Þ dsx2ydsxk1
¼
Xk2
i¼1
ð1Þi1 G
½i
ðxx þ xy  xysyk1Þ
ðk  2 iÞ!xix
þ ð1Þk2 G
½k2
ðxy  xysyk1Þ
xk2x
:
Thus
C1ðxx; xyÞ ¼ 4p2ðk1Þ
Xk2
i¼1
ð1Þi1
ðk  2 iÞ!xix
Z
S
y
k1
G½i
ðxx þ xy  xysyk1Þ dsy2ydsyk1
þ 4p2ðk1Þ ð1Þ
k2
xk2x
Z
S
y
k1
G½k2
ðxy  xysyk1Þ dsy2ydsyk1:
Following similar steps as above we compute the two integrals in the latter equation
to be Z
S
y
k1
G½i
ðxx þ xy  xysyk1Þ dsy2ydsyk1
¼
Xk2
l¼1
ð1Þl1 G
½iþl
ðxx þ xyÞ
ðk  2 lÞ!xly
þ ð1Þk2 G
½iþk2
ðxxÞ
xk2y
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and Z
S
y
k1
G½k2
ðxy  xysyk1Þ dsy2ydsyk1
¼
Xk2
l¼1
ð1Þl1 G
½k2þl
ðxyÞ
ðk  2 lÞ!xly
þ ð1Þk2 G
½k2þk2
ð0Þ
xk2y
:
Substituting in (2.6) we obtain the form of the constant C1ðxx; xyÞ: &
We prove the following theorem, which provides calculation of the modes of the
parameters xx; xy; mx and my using the joint distribution of the two uncorrelated
populations of uncorrelated pre-shapes, i.e., the values of xx; xy; mx and my that
maximize the joint distribution of uncorrelated pre-shapes.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the generator function g is strictly monotone. Then the
modes of the parameters xx; xy; mx and my; are given by
bmx ¼ vxk1 and bmy ¼ vyk1;
and bxx; bxy are obtained by finding the solutions of the equations
@ log Cðxx; xy;y; xx; xyÞ
@xx
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
þ @ log½gðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxz
x
k1  xyzyk1Þ

@xx
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
¼ 0
and
@ log Cðxx; xy;y; xx; xyÞ
@xy
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
þ @ log ½gðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxz
x
k1  xyzyk1Þ

@xy
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
¼ 0;
where 0ozxk1; zyk1 and vxk1; v
y
k1; are the dominant eigenvalues and
corresponding dominant eigenvectors of Sx ¼
Pn
i¼1 xix

i and Sy ¼
Pn
i¼1 yiy

i ;
respectively.
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Proof. First we notice that if g is strictly increasing then holding xxo0; xyo0
constant in (2.4), we obtain
arg max
jjmxjj¼1
f ðx; yjxx; xy; mx; myÞ
¼ arg max
jjmxjj¼1
gðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxmxSxmx  xymySymyÞ
¼ arg max
jjmxjj¼1
ðxxmxSxmxÞ ¼ arg max
jjmxjj¼1
ðmxSxmxÞ ¼ vxk1:
Similarly we have
arg max
jjmyjj¼1
f ðx; yjxx; xy; mx; myÞ
¼ arg max
jjmyjj¼1
gðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxmxSxmx  xymySymyÞ
¼ arg max
jjmyjj¼1
ðxymySymyÞ ¼ arg max
jjmyjj¼1
ðmySymyÞ ¼ vyk1:
When g is strictly decreasing then holding xx40; xy40 constant as before, we obtain
arg max
jjmxjj¼1
f ðx; yjxx; xy; mx; myÞ
¼ arg max
jjmxjj¼1
gðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxmxSxmx  xymySymyÞ
¼ arg min
jjmxjj¼1
ðxxmxSxmxÞ ¼ arg max
jjmxjj¼1
ðmxSxmxÞ ¼ vxk1
and similarly
arg max
jjmyjj¼1
f ðx; yjxx; xy; mx; myÞ
¼ arg max
jjmyjj¼1
gðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxmxSxmx  xymySymyÞ
¼ arg min
jjmyjj¼1
ðxymySymyÞ ¼ arg max
jjmyjj¼1
ðmySymyÞ ¼ vyk1:
Now from (2.4) it follows that
log Lðxx; xy; bmx; bmyjx; yÞ
¼ log Cðxx; xy;y; xx; xyÞ þ log ½gðnðxx þ xyÞ  xx bmxSx bmx
 xy bmySy bmyÞ
 ¼ log Cðxx; xy;y; xx; xyÞ
þ log ½gðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxzxk1  xyzyk1Þ
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since bmxSx bmx ¼ ðnxk1ÞSxnxk1 ¼ zxk1 and bmySy bmy ¼ ðnyk1ÞSynyk1 ¼ zyk1: Hence the
mode of xx is obtained by ﬁnding the solution of the equation
@ log Cðxx; xy;y; xx; xyÞ
@xx
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
þ @ log ½gðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxz
x
k1  xyzyk1Þ

@xx
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
¼ 0: &
Now we develop a test of hypothesis to determine the difference between two pre-
shapes. Clearly, the two populations of pre-shapes will be the same if mx ¼ my: The
following theorem provides a test for asserting Ho : mx ¼ my vs. Ha : mxamy:
Theorem 2.2. Assume that the generator function g is strictly monotone. Then under
the standard regularity conditions, the test statistic for the likelihood ratio test (LRT)
for Ho : mx ¼ my vs Ha : mxamy is given by
2 log gðnð
bxx þ bxyÞ  BxydomÞ
gðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  bxxBxdom  bxyBydomÞB w21;
where Bxydom; B
x
dom and B
y
dom the dominant eigenvalues of ð bxxSx þ bxySyÞ; Sx and Sy
respectively, where Sx ¼
Pn
i¼1 xix

i and Sy ¼
Pn
i¼1 yiy

i :
Proof. Recall that
Lðmx; my; xx; xyjx; yÞ ¼ Cðxx; xy;y; xx; xyÞgðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxmxSxmx  xymySymyÞ:
We have
max
Ho : mx¼my
Lðmx; my; xx; xyjx; yÞ
¼ max
Ho : mx¼my¼m
fCðxx; xy;y; xx; xyÞgðnðxx þ xyÞ  xxmxSxmx  xymySymyÞg
¼ max
m
fCð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  mð bxxSx þ bxySyÞmÞg:
If g is increasing, then since the MLE’s bxxo0 and bxyo0; we have
max
Ho : mx¼my
Lðmx; my; xx; xyjx; yÞ
¼ Cð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ þ max
m
fmð bxxSx þ bxySyÞmÞg
¼ Cð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  mdomð bxxSx þ bxySyÞmdomÞ
¼ Cð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  BxydomÞ;
where Bxydom and mdom the dominant eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of
ð bxxSx þ bxySyÞ:
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Similarly if g is decreasing then since the MLE’s bxx40 and bxy40; we have by
similar argument
max
Ho : mx¼my
Lðmx; my; xx; xyjx; yÞ
¼ Cð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  mdomð bxxSx þ bxySyÞmdomÞ
¼ Cð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  BxydomÞ;
and hence we obtain the same results. Thus for any strictly increasing generator
function g we have
max
Ho : mx¼my
Lðmx; my; xx; xyjx; yÞ ¼ Cð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  BxydomÞ:
Similarly we also have
max
mx;my;xx;xy
Lðmx; my; xx; xyjx; yÞ ¼ Lð bmx; bmy; bxx; bxyjx; yÞ
¼ Cð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  bxx bmxSx bmx  bxy bmySy bmyÞ
¼ Cð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  bxxBxdom  bxyBydomÞ;
where Bxdom; B
y
dom are the dominant eigenvalues of Sx and Sy; respectively.
Then straightforward application of LRT theory yields
l ¼ Cð
bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  BxydomÞ
Cð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  bxxBxdom  bxyBydomÞ
and ﬁnally it reduces to
l ¼ gðnð
bxx þ bxyÞ  BxydomÞ
gðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  bxxBxdom  bxyBydomÞ:
Now the usual regularity conditions from LRT theory are satisﬁed by any
reasonable generator function g; e.g. gðxÞ ¼ expðxÞ: Hence, we have that
2 log lBw21; and the proof is complete. &
2.2. Estimation from a Bayesian viewpoint
In order to perform a Bayesian analysis, we require the construction of suitable
priors to reﬂect our prior beliefs on the modal shapes from the two populations.
We ﬁrst use Theorem 2.1 to estimate xx and xy by their corresponding modes to
obtain
f ðx; yjmx; myÞ ¼ Cð bxx; bxy;y; bxx; bxyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  bxxmxSxmx  bxymySymyÞ:
Consider modeling mx and my; the average axis of the ﬁrst and second population
respectively, using a complex elliptical shape distribution that reﬂects uncorrelated
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pre-shapes, i.e.,
ðmx; myÞBSEl2ðk1Þ 0;
Sxprior 0
0 Syprior
" #
; h
 !
;
where h is a suitable generator function. We usually choose h to be such that we
obtain the conjugate prior for ðmx; myÞ:
The posterior distribution of ðmx; myÞjx; y must be in this case SEl2ðk1Þð0; Spost; hÞ
with density
pðmx; myjx; yÞ
¼ CposthðmxSxpriormx þ mySypriormyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  bxxmxSxmx  bxymySymyÞ
¼ CposthðmxSxpostmx þ mySypostmyÞ;
since mx and my are uncorrelated, where S
x
post and S
y
post are easily determined when
the generators g and h are known. The generator function h is chosen such that it
satisﬁes the following equations:
h mxS
x
postmx þ mySypostmy
 
¼ hðmxSxpriormx þ mySypriormyÞgðnð bxx þ bxyÞ  bxxmxSxmx  bxymySymyÞ
and Z
hðmxSxpostmx þ mySypostmyÞ dmx dmy ¼ ½Cpost
1:
Hence
ðmx; myÞjx; yBSEl2ðk1Þ 0;
Sxpost 0
0 Sypost
" #
; h
 !
:
Thus all the analysis should be based on this posterior distribution.
The MAP estimates emx and emy of mx and my; are the dominant eigenvectors of Sxpost
and Sypost; respectively, when h is increasing and the least dominant eigenvectors of
Sxpost and S
y
post; respectively, when h is decreasing. These eigenvectors provide point
estimates for the MAP shapes. In order to assert differences in shapes we can
computefmd ¼ emx  emy: This point estimate will provide as with an initial estimate of
the difference in shape for the two populations.
A 100ð1 2aÞ% credible region R can be obtained for the modulus shape
difference jjmd jj ¼ jjmx  myjj; in the following way.
1. First generate pre-shapes from mxjx; myjy; and take their post-helmertized
versions, i.e., m1x; m
2
x;y; m
L
x ; and m
1
y; m
2
y;y; m
L
y ; where L is a large number.
2. Compute the value of a metric for each coordinate of these shapes, e.g., dij ¼
dijðmijx; mijyÞ ¼ jjmijx  mijy jj2; i ¼ 1;y; L; j ¼ 1;y; k:
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3. Let D denote the L  k matrix of ordered metric values, where rows correspond to
the generated value and columns correspond to coordinates. The Lath and
Lð1 aÞth rows will correspond to the ath and ð1 aÞth percentiles for each
coordinate. Let da ¼ ðda1;y; dakÞ and d1a ¼ ðd1a1;y; d1akÞ denote these row
vectors of the matrix D:
4. For any vectors mx and my; we have that if dj ¼ djðmjx; mjyÞ ¼ jjmjx  mjyjj2;
j ¼ 1;y; k; then
PðdjpdajÞ ¼ a; and
PðdjXd1ajÞ ¼ a;
for all coordinates (landmarks) j: Hence
P jjmjx  mjyjjp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
daj
p  ¼ a; and
P jjmjx  mjyjjX
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d1aj
p  ¼ a;
for all j ¼ 1;y; k: Thus a 100ð1 2aÞ% credible set for jjmx  myjj is given byﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
daj
p
pjjmjx  mjyjjp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d1aj
p
; j ¼ 1;y; k:
Now if this set has all the coordinates very close to zero then we can say that the
two populations have identical shapes.
A 100ð1 2aÞ% credible region R can be obtained for the actual shape difference
md ¼ mx  my; in the following way.
1. Generate pre-shapes from mxjx and myjy; i.e., m1x; m2x;y; mLx ; and m1y; m2y;y; mLy ;
where L is a large number.
2. Compute the value of differences for each coordinate of these pre-shapes, i.e.,
mijd ¼ mijx  mijy ; i ¼ 1;y; L; j ¼ 1;y; k:
3. Let Dre; Dim denote the L  k matrices of real and imaginary parts of the ordered
differences (usual ordering), where rows correspond to the generated value
and columns correspond to coordinates. The Lath and Lð1 aÞth rows will cor-
respond to the ath and ð1 aÞth percentiles for each coordinate. Let madre ¼
ðmadre1; madre2;y; madrekÞ; m1adre ¼ ðm1adre1; m1adre2;y; m1adrekÞ; madim ¼ ðmadim1; madim2;y; madimkÞ
and m1adim ¼ ðm1adim1; m1adim2;y; m1adimkÞ denote these row vectors of Dre and Dim;
respectively.
4. For any vectors mx and my; we have that if m
j
d ¼ mjx  mjy; j ¼ 1;y; k; then
PðReðmjdÞpmadrejÞ ¼ a; and
PðReðmjdÞXm1adrej Þ ¼ a;
and
PðImðmjdÞpmadimjÞ ¼ a; and
PðImðmjdÞXm1adimjÞ ¼ a;
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for all coordinates (landmarks) j: Hence a 100ð1 2aÞ% credible set for md ¼
mx  my is given by
ReðmadrejÞpReðmjdÞpReðm1adrej Þ; j ¼ 1;y; k:
ImðmadimjÞpImðmjdÞpImðm1adimjÞ; j ¼ 1;y; k:
Thus, if this set contains the zero vector then the two populations have identical
shapes.
3. Assessing differences in populations of shapes with the complex Watson shape
distribution
Let zS ¼ ðz1; z2;y; zk1ÞTACSk1 be the standardized pre-shape. The complex
Watson distribution on CSk1 deﬁned by Mardia and Dryden [5], is denoted by
CWk1ðm; xÞ; and has probability density function
f ðzSjSÞ ¼ 2pk1x2k expðxÞ 
Xk3
r¼0
xr
r!
" # !1
expðxjjzSmjj2Þ; zSACSk1;
where xAR is the concentration parameter and m is the mean pre-shape. If x40 the
modes are obtained at eiym; 0pyo2p; which is useful in shape analysis for
representing populations of shapes. If xo0 the distribution has modes at all vectors
orthogonal to m and for x ¼ 0 the distribution is reduced to the uniform distribution
on CSk1: The complex Watson shape distribution, implicitly assumes a spherical
error distribution, as would be obtained from independent isotropic landmarks with
equal variances.
The complex Watson distribution is a special case of the complex elliptical family
of distributions, if we let in (2.1)
CðlÞ1 ¼ 2pk1x2k expðxÞ expðxÞ 
Xk3
r¼0
xr
r!
" #
;
S ¼ xðIk1  mmÞ; x40; and gðxÞ ¼ expðxÞ: The derivation of the normalizing
constant CðlÞ; can be found in [5]. A generalization of this approach was used in the
computation of the constant in Lemma 2.1.
Mardia and Dryden [5], also provide the maximum likelihood estimators of x and
m under the assumption of high concentrated landmarks. They show that
bxE2 nðk  2Þ
n  zk1
;
based on S; the covariance matrix of a sample of n pre-shapes z1;y; zn;
i.e., S ¼Pni¼1 zizi ; with zk1 the dominant eigenvalue of S: The MLE of m is the
dominant eigenvector of S:
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Now assume that two independent populations of pre-shapes x ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞ and
y ¼ ðy1;y; ynÞ; are modeled according to the complex Watson distributions. Then
letting gðxÞ ¼ expðxÞ in (2.4), we obtain
f ðx; yjxx; xy; mx; myÞ ¼ Cnðxx; xyÞ expðnðxx þ xyÞ þ xxmxSxmx þ xymySymyÞ
and hence the joint distribution of the two independent samples x and y is given by
f ðx; yjxx; xy; mx; myÞ ¼ Cnðxx; xyÞenðxxþxyÞ expðxxmxSxmx þ xymySymyÞ;
where xx; xy40; Sx ¼
Pn
i¼1 xix

i and Sy ¼
Pn
i¼1 yiy

i : The constant Cðxx; xyÞ can be
computed using Lemma 2.1. Notice that for this generator function uncorrelated
populations coincide with independent populations, and thus the latter equation is
the likelihood of two independent samples from two independent complex Watson
shape distributions.
The concentration parameters xx and xy can be estimated using Theorem 2.1.
Letting gðxÞ ¼ expðxÞ; we need to solve the equations
@ log Cðxx; xyÞ
@xx
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
þ @½nðxx þ xyÞ þ xxz
x
k1 þ xyzyk1

@xx
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
¼ 0
and
@ log Cðxx; xyÞ
@xy
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
þ @½nðxx þ xyÞ þ xxz
x
k1 þ xyzyk1

@xy
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
¼ 0;
which reduces to the equations
@ log Cðxx; xyÞ
@xx
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
n þ zxk1 ¼ 0
and
@ log Cðxx; xyÞ
@xy
 
xx¼bxx
xy¼bxy
n þ zyk1 ¼ 0;
where 0ozxk1; zyk1; are the dominant eigenvalues eigenvectors of Sx ¼
Pn
i¼1 xix

i
and Sy ¼
Pn
i¼1 yiy

i ; respectively.
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Since d
r
dxr
½ð1Þr expðxÞ
 ¼ expðxÞ; Lemma 2.1 yields
C1ðxx; xyÞ ¼ 4p2ðk1Þ
Xk2
i¼1
Xk2
l¼1
ð1Þiþl2
ðk  2 iÞ!ðk  2 lÞ!
ð1Þiþl expðxx  xyÞ
xixx
l
y
þ 4p2ðk1Þ
Xk2
i¼1
ð1Þiþk3
ðk  2 iÞ!
ð1Þiþk2 expðxxÞ
xixx
k2
y
þ 4p2ðk1Þ
Xk2
l¼1
ð1Þkþl3
ðk  2 lÞ!
ð1Þk2þl expðxyÞ
xk2x x
l
y
þ 4p2ðk1Þ ð1Þ
k2þk2
xk2x x
k2
y
or
C1ðxx; xyÞ ¼ 4p2ðk1Þ
Xk2
i¼1
Xk2
l¼1
1
ðk  2 iÞ!ðk  2 lÞ!
expðxx  xyÞ
xixx
l
y
 4p2ðk1Þ
Xk2
i¼1
1
ðk  2 iÞ!
exp ðxxÞ
xixx
k2
y
 4p2ðk1Þ
Xk2
l¼1
1
ðk  2 lÞ!
expðxyÞ
xk2x x
l
y
þ 4p
2ðk1Þ
xk2x x
k2
y
:
We notice that derivation of the modes bxx and bxy in a closed form is not feasible. For
simulation purposes bxx and bxy will be chosen appropriately in order to reﬂect
concentration beliefs for the two populations. If the data seem to be highly
concentrated then we take
bxxE2 nðk  2Þ
n  zxk1
and bxyE2 nðk  2Þ
n  zyk1
;
respectively, following Mardia and Dryden [5].
Thus, the likelihood of the two independent populations can be written as
f ðx; yjmx; myÞ ¼ Cnðbxx;bxyÞenðbxxþbxyÞ expðbxxmxSxmx þ bxymySymyÞ:
3.1. Classical approach
The MLE’s of mx and my will be any rotations of the dominant eigenvectors of Sx
and Sy; respectively. From Theorem 2.2, the LRT for Ho : mx ¼ myvs: Ha : mxamy
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is based on
lLRT ¼  2 log
expðnð bxx þ bxyÞ þ BxydomÞ
expðnð bxx þ bxyÞ þ bxxBxdom þ bxyBydomÞ
¼  2ðBxydom  bxxBxdom  bxyBydomÞ;
and lLRTBw21;with B
xy
dom; B
x
dom and B
y
dom the dominant eigenvalues of ð bxxSx þ bxySyÞ;
Sx and Sy respectively, where Sx ¼
Pn
i¼1 xix

i and Sy ¼
Pn
i¼1 yiy

i : Under high
concentrations we have
lLRT ¼ 2 Bxydom  2
nðk  2Þ
n  Bxdom
Bxdom  2
nðk  2Þ
n  Bydom
Bydom
 
B w21;
with Bxydom; B
x
dom and B
y
dom the dominant eigenvalues of 2
nðk2Þ
nBx
dom
Sx þ 2 nðk2ÞnBy
dom
Sy; Sx
and Sy; respectively.
3.2. Bayesian approach
In order to perform a Bayesian analysis, we model our prior beliefs on mx and my;
using the shape distribution that reﬂects conjugacy. The conjugate prior for the
complex Watson distribution is the complex Bingham distribution, which was
proposed for the analysis of two-dimensional shape data by Kent [3]. We have
pðmx; myjSxprior;SypriorÞ ¼ Cprior expðmxSxpriormx þ mySypriormyÞ;
for some negative deﬁnite and Hermitian matrices Sxprior and S
y
prior:
Then the posterior distribution of ðmx; myÞjx; y will be again complex Bingham with
density
pðmx; myjx; yÞ ¼ Cpost expðmxSxpostmx þ mySypostmyÞ;
where Sxpost ¼ Sxprior þ bxxSx; Sypost ¼ Syprior þ bxySy; are negative deﬁnite and Hermi-
tian matrices, with Sx ¼
Pn
i¼1 xix

i and Sy ¼
Pn
i¼1 yiy

i : Notice that the MAP
estimates of mx and my are the dominant eigenvectors of S
x
post and S
y
post; respectively.
To generate pre-shapes from a complex Bingham distribution with negative
deﬁnite and Hermitian matrix S; we generate zHCNk1ð0;S1Þ; a complex normal
pre-shape, and take the standardized version of z as a realization from the complex
Bingham distribution, i.e., zjjzjjBCBk1ðSÞ: For more details we refer the reader to [6].
4. Assessing shape differences in male and female gorilla skulls
To illustrate this methodology we explore an example from Biometry. In this
paper we have discussed the complex Watson model for data analysis. We have
however a rich variety of shape distributions for the data, for an appropriate
selection of the generator function g: For what follows assume that gðxÞ ¼ expðxÞ:
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Consider assessing the cranial differences between male and female apes. There are
eight anatomical landmarks, chosen by an expert biologist. The data have been
described in [7,8] Dryden and Mardia [2] used Hotelling’s T2 to test for differences
between the two populations of skulls assuming normal distributions, in tangent
space inference. Here we propose an alternate method based on the theory developed
in Section 3.
In Fig. 1, we have a plot of a post-helmertized male gorilla cranium pre-shape. The
shape is rotated as to have landmarks 1 and 2 on a straight line parallel to the real
axis. All landmarks are represented by complex numbers, with real parts the x-
coordinates and imaginary parts the corresponding y-coordinates. The area between
landmarks 2,3,4,7 and 8 is called the ‘‘Braincase region’’ while the area between
landmarks 1,5,4,7 and 6 is called the ‘‘Face region’’.
We select 29 male and 29 female gorilla skulls displayed in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively.
Assume that the male and female populations x ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞ and y ¼ ðy1;y; ynÞ;
are modeled according to the complex Watson distributions. We have that the MLE
pre-shapes are any rotations of the dominant eigenvectors of Sx and Sy: The dominant
eigenvalues of Sx and Sy; are respectively Bxdom ¼ 28:927 and Bydom ¼ 28:945 which are
approximately equal to n ¼ 29; indicating highly concentrated landmarks in both male
and female populations. The MLE’s of the male and female pre-shapes are respectively
bmx ¼ð0:5þ 0:024i; 0:441þ 0:024i; 0:308 0:175i; 0:182 0:181i;
 0:126 0:128i;  0:428þ 0:043i;  0:109þ 0:2i; 0:232þ 0:193iÞ;
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Fig. 1. Male gorilla skull, 8 landmarks.
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and
bmy ¼ð0:495þ 0:013i; 0:45þ 0:013i; 0:3 0:2i; 0:154 0:182i;
 0:125 0:111i;  0:41þ 0:04i;  0:115þ 0:213i; 0:24þ 0:218iÞ:
The two estimates are displayed in Fig. 4.
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A point estimate for the difference in average shape md ¼ mx  my; is given bycmd ¼ bmx  bmy; wherecmd ¼ð0:005þ 0:011i;  0:009þ 0:011i; 0:007þ 0:028i; 0:028þ 0:0017i;
 0:000 0:016i;  0:018þ 0:003i; 0:005 0:012i;  0:007 0:025iÞ:
We notice that most coordinates are quite different than zero indicating difference
in shapes. To further assert this claim, we can test for Ho : mx ¼ myvs: Ha : mxamy
based on
lLRT ¼ 2 Bxydom  2
nðk  2Þ
n  Bxdom
Bxdom  2
nðk  2Þ
n  Bydom
Bydom
 
Bw21;
with Bxydom; B
x
dom and B
y
dom; the dominant eigenvalues of 2
nðk2Þ
nBx
dom
Sx þ 2 nðk2ÞnBy
dom
Sy; Sx and
Sy; respectively. We can easily see that Bxdom ¼ 28:927; Bydom ¼ 28:945 and Bxydom ¼
320785:701; and substituting above we obtain lLRT ¼ 511:574w21;a; for aX0:005:
Hence we reject the null hypothesis that the two populations of skulls have the same
shape on the average.
Next we consider the Bayesian formulation of the problem. From Section 3.2 we
have that the posterior distributions of the mean pre-shapes are complex Bingham
distributions, i.e., mxjxHCB7ðSxpost ¼ Sxprior þ bxxSxÞ and myjyHCB7ðSypost ¼ Syprior þbxySyÞ; where Sxprior; Syprior; Sxpost and Sypost are negative deﬁnite and Hermitian
matrices. The MAP estimates of the average shapes will be the dominant
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eigenvectors of Sxpost and S
y
post; respectively. Notice that
bxx ¼ 4767:1 andbxy ¼ 6327:3; indicating highly concentrated landmarks, with the female population
having higher concentrations than their male counterparts.
To perform Bayesian analysis, we select Sxprior and S
y
prior such that S
x
post ¼
Sxprior þ 4767:1Sx and Sypost ¼ Syprior þ 6327:3Sy are negative deﬁnite and Hermitian.
Notice that if we let Sxprior ¼ cxI7; Syprior ¼ cyI7; for some constants cx; cy40; then
the prior reduces to the uniform distribution on the (k1)-dimensional complex
sphere. In this case the MAP estimates are equal to the MLE’s, which are the
dominant eigenvector of Sx and Sy:
Now we select any conﬁguration that would yield a valid shape for a gorilla skull
in order to model our prior beliefs. Such a conﬁguration is
mprior ¼ð0:5þ 0i; 0:4þ 0i; 0:3 0:1i; 0:2 0:2i;
 0:1 0:2i;0:4þ 0:1i;0:1þ 0:2i; 0:2þ 0:2iÞ:
Thus assuming that the mode of the skull populations is close to mprior we model
the prior covariance matrices as Sxprior ¼ cxð25I7  mpriormpriorÞ and Syprior ¼
cyð25I7  mpriormpriorÞ; where the constants cx; cy; are positive such that we obtain
negative deﬁnite and Hermitian Sxpost and S
y
post: Notice that the dominant
eigenvector in both cases is mprior; indicating our prior beliefs for both populations.
We can easily verify that any cxX5741:4 and cyX7622:2 will give valid Sxpost and
Sypost: Increasing the value of these constants will allow us to increase variability of
the generated values from these posterior distributions while closer to this bound, we
will have highly concentrated generated shapes about the MAP estimates. Due to
high concentrations, even slightly increasing these constants will yield generated
shapes that lose interpretation as gorilla skull shapes. We select cx ¼ 5741:42 and
cy ¼ 5741:42 and generate 500 pre-shapes from CB7ðSxpostÞ and CB7ðSypostÞ;
respectively.
Using the generated values from the posterior distributions, we can compute
HPD (Highest Posterior Density) estimates for modal shapes, by considering
an ordering of all generated shapes. The bounds of the 100ð1 aÞ%
HPD correspond to the ath and ð1 aÞth percentiles of the ordered
shapes. Following Micheas et al. [6], we say that pre-shape z1 is smaller than the
pre-shape z2 if and only if the post-Helmertized version of z1 is inside the post-
Helmertized version of shape z2: If two shapes intersect then we say they have the
same order.
In Figs. 5 and 6 we display 90% HPD bounds for the modal shapes in both
populations, based on the 500 generated shapes from male and female gorilla skulls,
along with the original landmarks in each case.
We compute the 90% HPD for the difference between the two population modal
shapes. Following the procedure in Section 3.2 we obtain the 25th (5th percentile)
and 475th (95th percentile) rows of the matrix of ordered (using moduli) distances
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to be
25th ¼ð0:084401; 0:095479; 0:144716; 0:141455;
0:102330; 0:115476; 0:093400; 0:139816Þ
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Fig. 5. 90% HPD bounds for male gorilla skulls displayed with original landmarks.
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Fig. 6. 90% HPD bounds for female gorilla skulls displayed with original landmarks.
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475th ¼ð0:13249; 0:13978; 0:19183; 0:18751;
0:15946; 0:16141; 0:14690; 0:18423Þ:
Hence the bounds for each coordinate of jjmx  myjj are far away from zero and
hence we can say that the two populations do not have the same shape on the
average.
We further investigate this result, by computing the 90% HPD for md ¼ mx  my ¼
ðmd1 ; md2 ;y; md8Þ: The 25th and 475th rows of the matrix of ordered real and imaginary
parts are
25reth ¼ð0:00999883;0:01352997;0:00079227; 0:01873324;
 0:00732279;0:02352648;0:00212524;0:01537873Þ
475reth ¼ð0:00154759;0:00247515; 0:01440029; 0:03462683;
0:00639517;0:01152862; 0:01117141;0:00046416Þ
and
25imth ¼ð0:0050092; 0:0050092; 0:0190897;0:0042482;
 0:0247280;0:0063680;0:0196710;0:0323075Þ
475imth ¼ð0:0155239; 0:0155239; 0:0345688; 0:0092325;
 0:0095251; 0:0113127;0:0054618;0:0168300Þ:
Notice that the lower and upper bounds for Reðmd2Þ; Reðmd4Þ; Reðmd6Þ and Reðmd8Þ are
both negative, and hence the zero vector is not contained within for the real parts,
while the lower and upper bounds for Imðmd1Þ; Imðmd2Þ; Imðmd3Þ are both positive and
for Imðmd4Þ; Imðmd7Þ and Imðmd8Þ; are both negative, indicating again that the zero
vector is not contained within for the imaginary parts. Thus we can conclude that the
two populations of skulls have signiﬁcant differences in average shape.
5. Summary
The complex elliptical family of distributions provided a natural framework for
modeling shapes in two dimensions, that helped us in obtaining novel classical and
Bayesian estimation procedures, for assessing differences in two populations of
shapes.
We investigated the complex Watson distribution, and obtained point and HPD
estimates for modal shape, as well as estimates and tests for the difference in modal
shape between two populations of shapes. The complex Watson model assumes a
spherical error distribution, as would be obtained from independent isotropic
landmarks with equal variances. Results in the gorilla skull example, indicated to
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support this assumption, since outcomes from both classical and Bayesian
approaches coincide.
Finally, the Bayesian approach provided more ﬂexibility and allowed us to obtain
point and HPD estimates for both datasets, while the classical approach would be
quite tedious to apply if the data did not have high concentrations or if a more
complicated model than the complex Watson was used.
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